Purpose

The boat trailer will be used to transport the survey boats to and from measuring sites.

Conditions & Requirements

- The boat trailer shall be of such a design, that the boat can be transported reliably and safely by road, to very remote sites.
- The trailer shall be easy to use and maintain.
- The trailer shall be supplied with the accessories as needed for effective use.
- The trailer shall be supplied with a spare wheel with tyre, securely fixed at an easily accessible spot.
- The trailer shall have an expected technical lifetime of not less than 10 years.
- The trailer shall be very sturdy.
- The trailer shall have adequate and strong provisions to secure the boat.
- The trailer shall have ample and large supports fitting the shape of the boat’s hull.
- The trailer shall be fitted with a safety chain to attach it to the pulling car.

Specifications

1. **Trailer**
   - **material**: galvanised iron
   - **capacity**: maximum 1000 kg
   - **length**: matching the size of the boat

2. **Trailer outfit**
   - **winch**: with ratchet and pawl for pulling the boat onto the trailer
   - **guidance rollers**: rubber, fitting to the shape of the boat
   - **lights**: removable assembly of taillights
   - **spare tyre**: spare wheel with tyre
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3. Trailer
   material  galvanised iron
   capacity  maximum 1000 kg
   length  matching the size of the boat

4. Trailer outfit
   winch  with ratchet and pawl for pulling the boat onto the trailer
   guidance rollers  rubber, fitting to the shape of the boat
   lights  removable assembly of taillights
   spare tyre  spare wheel with tyre